SUBDIFFERENTIALS OF CONVEX FUNCTIONS ON BANACH SPACES
1* Let E be a topological vector space and E* its dual. The natural pairing between these spaces will be denoted by <#, #*> for xeE and x* eE*.
We recall some standard definition and facts about convex sets and functions. For more detail see Moreau [6] or Rockafellar [9] . If /: E-• [oo, oo] is a function, then its epigraph (or "supergraph") epi / is {(x, r) QEx R\f{x) ^r). Recall/is convex if and only if epi / is convex and that / is lower semicontinuous (l.s.c.) if and only if epi / is closed in E x R. If epi / is nonempty and contains no vertical lines, i.e., sets of the form {(x, r)\r eR} where xeE, then/ is called proper. The natural projection of epi / onto E is called the effective domain off and is written dom /; thus dom/= {xeE\f(x) < oo}.
If g is a function on a set X we write sup g{X) in place of sup [g(x) \xeX} If C is a closed convex nonempty subset of E, a support point for C is a point xeC for which there exists an element x* 6 E*\{0} such that (x, x*) = sup x*(C). Such an element x* is called a support functional for C We identify (E x R)* and E* x R in the obvious way, so that the pairing between E* x R and E x R is given by ((x, r) , (α?*, s)) = <#, £*> + rs for (x,r)eExR and (x*, s)eE* x R.
If / is a convex function on E, a subgradient for / at a point x e dom / is an element x* e E* such that (x*, -1) is a support func-161 tional of epi /at (x,f(x) ). The collection (possibly empty) of all subgradients at x is denoted df (x) . In this way, a set valued map df:E-+E* is obtained.
A monotone set G in E x i?* is a subset of E x E* for which (x -y,x* -2/*> Ξ> 0 whenever (x, x*) e G and (y, y*) eG. A monotone set is called maximal if it is not properly contained in any other monotone subset of ExE*.
By Zorn's lemma any monotone set is contained in a maximal monotone set.
If / is a convex function on E, then gr df = {(x, x*) | x* e df(x)} is a monotone subset of E x E*. Rockafellar [11, 10] showed that gr df is actually maximal monotone if / is a l.s.c proper convex function and E is a Banach space.
If N is a closed subspace of E, then N 1 will denote the annihilator of N in £7*, i.e., N 1 = {π* e #* | O, π*> -0 for each n e N}. If / is a convex function on E, then the conjugate of / is the function /*: E*->RΌ {OO} defined by /*(α?*) = sup {<£, α*> -/(a?) | α? e E).
We recall that the following three statements are equivalent [9] : z* e 3/(2), 2 G df*(z*)> and /*(«*) + f(z) = <z, z*).
If Cd E, the indicator function ψ c for C is defined for each x e E by ^c(») -0 if x e C and by ^c(») = °° if ^ ? C.
If CCJE*, the support function S c for C is defined for each a eί? by S c (x) = sup {<α;, x*) \x* e C).
If C is a nonempty convex subset of ϋ7, then 0 + C will denote the asymptotic cone of C, i.e., 0 + C ={2/eJ5|a; + λ2/eC for each λ ^ 0 and xeC).
The following lemma of Phelps [7] is a geometric formulation of the lemma of Brondsted-Rockafellar [2] . LEMMA 1.1. Let C be a closed convex subset of the Banach space E. Suppose x e C, x* e i?* and ε > 0 satisfy sup x*{C) ^ <α, x*> + ε .
Then for any k > 0 ί/ιerβ exist w eC and w* eE* satisfying (w, w*) = supw*(C), ||α? -w\\ ^ ε/fc α^d ||a?* -w* || ^ k .
We remark that Lemma 1 of [12] and the result [1, Theorem 2] which inspired it are easy consequences of the above lemma.
We show next that the lemma yields a short proof of [1, Theorem 2] . THEOREM . Suppose that C and X are then there exist w* eE* and w eC such that \\x* -w*\\ ^ ε and <w, w*> = supw*(C) < infw*(X) .
Proof. Let δ = inf x*(X) -supα;*(C); then δ > 0 and we can assume 2ε -S < 0. Choose zeC such that supx*(C) ^ <z, #*> + ε. Since X is bounded, there is a number iV such that N -1 > sup {||2 -£|||a;eX} .
Let k = ε/ΛΓ in Lemma 1.1; then there exist w* e E* and w e C such that *(C) = O, w*>, ||w* -Λ*|| ^ ε/ΛΓ and ||w -«|| ^ iSΓ.
Since N > 1, we have ε/]V < ε, so it only remains to show that <>, w*> = sup w*(C) < infw*(X) .
First notice that
for any xel (since ||w* -α?*|| ^ ε/iV). This implies that (1) (z, w*} -<«, α;*> + inf x*(X) ^ ε + inf w*(X) .
Similarly, sup w*(C) -<w, w*> ^ <«, ^*> + (e/N) \\w -x\\ -(z, (w, x*} which combines with (1) to yield <w, w*> ^ ε + inf w*(Jf) -inf x*(X) + ε Proposition 1.3 (below) yields a slightly generalized version of Taylor's theorem [12] . The proof of the proposition, although technical, is conceptually very simple: one separates epi / from an appropriate subset of a given linear variety and then uses Lemma 1.1 to obtain a supporting hyperplane of the desired type. In order to facilitate this idea, we introduce some notation.
Suppose that N is a closed subspace of the Banach space E, that B N is the unit ball of ΛΓ, and that / is a convex function on E. For each ε > 0, we let S(f, e, N) = {** e E* I sup (**, -l)(epi /) ^ inf {z\ -1)(B N x {-ε})} .
Thus, S(f, ε, N) is the projection onto E* of those functionals in E* x {-1} which separate the convex set epi f from the convex set 
G(w, f(w)), \\(w,f(w)) \\ £ e/k and \\(z*, -1)-G\\^k.
Thus I G(0, -1) -11 ^ k and since A < 1 we have 0
then there is an element w* eE* such that for each yeE <V, w*> -aG(y, 0) .
If yedomf, then and therefore w*edf(w).
Since
and therefore
Because ||«* -G(0, -l)ιι;*|| ^ k, the triangle inequality yields
and the proof is complete. It is now easy to prove the more general version of the theorem of Taylor [12] referred to earlier. It is readily seen that (1) of Corollary 1.4 is equivalent to (1)' For each ε > 0 we have
which is in turn equivalent to saying that there exists a hyperplane in E x R which strictly separates epi/ from B N x { -ε}. This suggests that a generalization of Taylor's theorem is not possible for arbitrary closed subspaces N and the example following Theorem 1.5 shows that this is indeed the case. In [12] , the space N is assumed to be one dimensional. Proof.
; then h is a l.s.c. proper convex function on E, h(0) -0 and h ^ 0 on N. Hence the weakly closed convex set epi h is disjoint from the weakly compact convex set B N x { -ε} for every ε> 0. By the separation theorem, there is a Ge(Ex R)* such that
Since (0, 0) eepih, we have G(0, -1) > 0. Thus for any ε > 0, the set S(h, ε, N) is nonempty. By applying Corollary 1.4, with δ = ε/(l + \\y* ||) in place of ε, we obtain weE and w* eϋ/* such that w*edh(w), \<w,w*)\ ^ δ, \\w\\ ^ δ and ||w*|U^ δ .
Let ^* = w* + 2/* and ^ = w + ^/ it is easy to check that z* and z satisfy the conclusion of the theorem. We refer the reader to [12] for the application of this result to an easy proof of Rockafellar's theorem that for any l.s.c. proper convex function / on a Banach space, the subdifferential map df is maximal monotone.
The following is an example of a l.s.c. proper convex function F and a subspace N of codimension 1 for which F(0) -0 and F(n) ^ 0 for all neN, but (1) Take k large enough so that I (m k -y kf y*} \ < ε/2; then for large enough k,
and so y* g N 1 . We now give a sufficient condition for w* in Corollary 1.4 (2) to be contained in N 1 i.e. ||w*||jy = 0. This result (Proposition 1.8) follows (in the same way Proposition 1.2 was a consequence of Lemma 1.1) from a lemma which extends to Lemma 1.1. We need the following proposition of Dieudonne [3] for the proof of the lemma. PROPOSITION Also, we have \\x -w|Ui = | | α? -w + JSΓII = H* -z + N\\ ^ e/k , and the proof is complete. PROPOSITION ) < ε and y e C so that (1) S c (x*) ^ (y, x*> + δ .
Let E be a topologίcal vector space and A, B two closed convex and nonempty subsets of E. Suppose A is locally compact and that

Let f be a l.s.c. proper convex function on a Banach space E and let N be a finite dimensional subspace of E. Suppose that z* e S(f, ε, N), that
Define the function h: E-~* R (j {co} by h(x) = ψ c (x) -<^, x*} + (v, x*} Clearly (1) implies 0eS(h,δ,N).
We check that
Suppose Thus I G(0, -1) -11 ^ k and since k < 1, we have 0 < 1 -k < G(0, -1).
Hence there is an element w eE such that for each y* eE* ,
The rest of the proof is obtained by interchanging the roles of w, and w* in the proof of Proposition 1.3.
We have seen that Theorem 1.5 requires some restriction in the subspace N. This is not the case with the following dual version which uses the weak* compactness of the unit ball of the weak* closed subspace JV 1 . Let z* = w* + i/* and 2 = w + y; it is easy to check that z* and s satisfy the conclusions of the theorem.
If one considers E as a subspace of E** 9 then grdf is a subset of E** x #*, as is gr{df*)~ι where ^(δ/*)-1 = {(#**, a?*) |a;** e3/*(#*)} Since x*edf(x) if and only if #ed/*(α;*) if is evident that grdf a grid/*)" 1 and it is natural to ask if there is any other relationship between these two sets. Rockafellar [11] (cf. Gossez [4] ) has answered this question: gr df = gr(df*)~\ where the closure is taken with respect to the product of the 21 topology on E** and the norm topology on E*. The 21 topology on £7** is the weakest topology on £7** containing the weak** topology and for which the norm on £7** is a continuous function. In general, it is not a vector topology.
We will give a short proof of this result of Rockafellar using Theorem 2.3, after first proving an easy lemma. Proof. Let K = dom/and let K γ be the weak** closure of K in #**. By [6, p. 62] , we have (f κ + ||. ||)** = ψ Kl + ||. ||; hence inf {||a?|||fljeJS:} = inf {||z** |||z** elQ and it follows that Kf]B^ 0. By [6, p. 62] , (/ + φj** = /** + ψ B **; hence 0-inf/** (since /*(0) -0) = /**(x**) (since x** e3/*(0)) )**; so 0 e (/ THEOREM 2.5. [Rockafellar] . Let f be a l. Let (a?**, x*) e gr (3/*)" 1 and suppose we are given δ e (0,1) and {#*}£ =1 in the unit sphere of E*. Choose y e E such that <y, #*> = <#**, #*> for n = 1, , k and apply Theorem 2.3 to / + ψ B with y* = 0 and N 1 = span {»*}* = i and ε = ε'/(l + ||a?**||) where 0 < ε' < δ 2 . We then obtain z* eE* and ^eί? satisfying z* ed(f + f^(^), p -y\\ Nl £ ε, |<«,«*>l ^ £ and ||^|| ^ e. Thus, z* = t6* + t* where ^* e 3/(s) and t* G 3ψ s (2) . Clearly z e α;** + <?(K}t=i)° and pll ^ ||α?**|| + δ and ||w*|| ^ δ + ||t*||. We will show ||t* || ^ δ and this will conclude the proof. Suppose ||t*|| > δ, then because u*edf(z) and Oe3/**(#**) we have Hence so ||«|| < ||a?** || + δ 2 /||έ*|| < ||aj**|| + 3 and since ί* edψ B (z), we have the contradiction t* -0.
Finally we prove a dual version of Proposition 1.8. We require a lemma which is a consequence of Proposition 1.6 and Lemma 2.1. The author would like to thank Professor R. R. Phelps for his help and encouragement. He would also like to thank Professor R. T Rockafellar for his comments and corrections of an earlier draft of this paper.
